
Highlights

•	 Clear	product-range	for	all	surfaces

•	 Biodegradeable

•	 Fast	application	=	time	saving

•	 Low	consumption

•	 Non	toxic

Graffiti, what now?

We	can	see	it	as	creativity,	art	or	vandalism,	but	we	are	
confronted	with	graffiti	and	tags	every	day.	On	public	and	private	
buildings,	traffic	signs,	public	transportation	and	viaducts.	It	
is	not	only	dangerous	and	unethical,	but	it	gives	a	threatening	
feeling	as	well.

The specialist
Gratch International has over 20 years of experience in graffiti 
removal and protection. Continious testing and extensive 
laboratory research have resulted in our high quality graffiti-
removers and protective products. Our product range offers 
a solution for all kind of graffitis, of course in an ecological 
responsible way!

Graffiti removal
With a limited, but complete range the chance on choosing a 
wrong product is small. Nearly every surface can be treated 
without damaging the surface.

Graffiti en nu?
Some surfaces are very hard to clean when sprayed with  
graffiti, or can be damaged by the solvents in the graffiti.  
Also repeatingly removal of graffiti can damage surfaces.  
Therefor it is wise to use preventive products.

graffiti removal and 
protection
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www.Gratch.com

Gratch Hydro SP 
Anti-Graffiti Impregnation

Gratch	Hydro	SP	Anti-Graffiti	is	an	
aqueous,	milky	but	clear	drying	
impregnation	and	can	be	used	to	treat	
mineral	surfaces	such	as	sand-lime	
brick,	brick,	natural	stone,	render	and	
concrete,	as	well	as	sculptures	and	monuments.	

After application it is deposited on capillary and pore walls 
as a macro-molecular layer. After drying the formation of 
a separating layer prevents the penetration of paints and 
paint pigments into the substrate. The separation layer 
along with the graffiti can easily be removed with a hot 
water pressure cleaner with very low pressure. No damages 
will occur. Gratch Hydro SP reduces the absorption of water 
and pollutants. The surface structure of treated surfaces is 
maintained.

Gratch Graffiti Remover

Gratch	Graffiti	Remover	is	the	unique	
product	that	can	be	applied	on	nearly	
every	surface	without	damaging	it.	
Fast	application	and	low	comsumption	
are	charasteristic.

Gratch Graffiti remover is suitable for nearly all surfaces, 
porous as well as smooth. Biodegradable. Applicable on 
concrete, brick, painted surfaces, paint, rubber, glass and 
more. Works fast and effectively. Spray the polluted surface 
with Gratch Graffiti Remover. That’s the unique working of 
Gratch Graffiti Remover

Gratch SRA  
Shadow Remover

Gratch	SRA	Shadow	Remover	brings	
down	even	the	most	obstinate	graffiti	
from	pores	on	a	quick	and	easy	way.	

Brush it on and it will push out all 
pigments which are left in the surface. 
Works very effectively!

For more information please contact 
us or visit our website:

Gratch Soft Remover

Gratch	Soft	Remover	is	a	pH-neutral	
remover	and	is	applicable	on	nearly	
every	sensitive	surface.

Suitable for traffic signs, stucco, perspex, 
aluminium, traffic sigsn etc. Removes 
graffiti without damaging the surface. 
Spray the polluted surface with Gratch 
Soft Remover and leave it work only a 
few minutes. Smooth surfaces can easily be cleaned with a 
sponge, rough surfaces with high pressure. Traffic signs can 
be cleaned with Gratch Soft Remover and a cloth.

GRATCH BL-23 
Marker remover

Gratch	BL-23	is	a	3-component	
remover	to	treat	surfaces	with	
pigments	of	marker.

It is mixed on the spot for application on mainly marble, 
natural stone etc. After application it is covered with foil  
for 24 hours to let it work.

Gratch Enovio 
Anti-Graffiti Coatings

Gratch	Enovio	is	a	complete	line	
of	anti-graffiti	coatings.	Water-	or	
solventbased	and	available	in	all	
colours	and	glosses.

Special formulas for different surfaces garantee a high 
quality. Removal can be done without limitations. The 
coatings are custom made for every order in the right 
colour or gloss. We can provide you with the right advice!  
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